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Background
Tina Gallego began working for the Department of Corrections as a Corrections Officer I (COi) in
or around November 2013 at Western Missouri Correctional Center (WMCC) in Cameron. She
transferred from WMCC to the Kansas City Re-entry Center (KCRC) in September 2015. Around
the same time, the Kansas City facility had transitioned from a Community Release Center, which
housed parolees who were allowed to leave the center during the day, to a Re-entry Center, a
minimum-security prison housing inmates nearing parole.
Debra Hesse, COi, filed suit against the Department in April 2014, alleging harassment based on
gender, and retaliation. Trial commenced on January 11, 2016. On or around January 12, Tina
Gallego testified in this trial that she had been sexually harassment by several coworkers.
Gallego returned to work on or around January 13.
On January 17, Gallego's Sergeant, Cory Finley, and Captain William Casidy met with Gallego
about an interaction between her and another officer (Douglas Avery) at sign-in. According to
Gallego, she was asked to meet with an internal investigator for the DOC (Thomas Gratto) later
that same day.1 Gallego reports that on or around January 20, an inmate told her that she
needed to watch her back, and that she was in danger because "they know you snitched."
Gallego called off work for several days after this and has been on paid administrative leave
since that time. Debra Hesse was placed on paid administrative leave after her trial and
continued on leave during the pendency of this investigation.
I was initially contacted on February 1 - and officially engaged on February 10 - to investigate
claims of retaliation raised via email on January 23 by Gallego and Hesse's legal counsel. I
initiated contact with counsel for Gallego and Hesse immediately upon my engagement in this
matter to arrange interviews with Gallego and Hesse. Gallego filed a Charge of Discrimination
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Gratto states that he met with Gallego on January 20.
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with the Missouri Commission on Human Rights on February 29, 2016, alleging unwelcome
sexual conduct and communication by COi Charles Lawrence, COi Brandon Edwards, and COi
Kevin Bryan, as well as retaliation.
I interviewed Gallego on March 2, and Hesse on April 1. After these interviews took place, I
gathered additional documentation and interviewed the following individuals: Warden Lilly
Angelo, Deputy Warden Bryant Holmest Deputy Division Director Cyndi Prudden (Jefferson City),
Thomas Gratto, Mitchell Davis (HR, Jefferson City), Captain Michael Hutton, CCIII William Casidy,
former Sergeant (COii) Cory Finley, former Sergeant (COii) Tiana Paskins, Richard Dixson
(Institutional Activity Coordinator), and the following COis: Douglas Avery, Jacob Timbers,
Alexander Clausen, Brandon Ingram, Clarissa Fischer, and Ana Barrios.2
During the pendency of this investigation, a DOC HR investigation took place related to

concerns raised by Jacob Timbers about the conduct of the same COis cited by Gallego
(Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan). The findings of that investigation are referenced and
incorporated into this report.
I requested various documents from the facility on the date of my interview with Warden Angelo
and Deputy Warden Holmes. I followed up on my request by email to the Warden on June 21.
At the date of this writing, I have not received the requested documentation.

Issues
Sexual Harassment
Gallego alleges that three of her coworkers, COi Charles Lawrence, COi Brandon Edwards, and
COi Kevin Bryan regularly used offensive sexual language in the workplace and that in January
2016 Lawrence engaged in physical coriduct as well.
Report of Coworker Behavior

Gallego states that in late September or early October 2015 she prepared an IOC about
Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan's treatment of COi Ana Barrios and gave it to Finley.
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I contacted and made numerous attempts, over the course of several weeks, to meet with former COi
Sarah Miller, who seemed reluctant to participate in the investigation. At one point, a phone interview
was scheduled, but Miller then contacted me and requested that I send her my questions by email. I did
so, but as of the date of this report I have not had a response. If she does respond, I will supplement this
report.
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Gallego reports that she told Paskins in November that their behavior "was getting worse" and
says she submitted three to four additional IOCs (one to Paskins) in 2015 about the conduct of
Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan.
Gallego was called as a witness in Debra Hesse's trial. She testified on or around January 12,
2016, that she was subjected to unwelcome conduct - both verbal and physical - of a sexual
nature by coworkers Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan while at work at the KCRC.
Retaliation
Gallego reports that after she informed her Sergeants about the conduct of Lawrence, Edwards,
and Bryan, those three COis retaliated against her. The retaliation consisted of continued vulgar
name calling, and then unwanted physical contact in January 2016.
Gallego and Hesse alleged through their attorneys, via email dated January 23, that after
Gallego testified in Hesse's trial, the following events occurred:
• Gallego was physically bumped by a male officer (Douglas Avery) at sign in and that COii
Finley, present during the incident, took no immediate action.
•

•

•

Inmates were being solicited by angry DOC employees to assist in creating a hostile work
environment.3 Officers Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan told inmates and coworkers that
they were angry with Gallego and Hesse. An inmate confided in Gallego that Lawrence,
Edwards, and Bryan criticized her to coworkers and inmates.
Department Investigator (Thomas Gratto) asked Gallego why she reported her
coworkers' conduct to Hesse's attorneys instead of the Department and said, "This is
going to get worse before it gets better."
Male employees were giving Gallego silent glares and moving away from her when she
walked down the hallways.

Gallego's Charge of Discrimination, dated February 26, adds that she was placed on leave while
Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan were still working.4
Gallego reported in her interview with me, on March 2, that after she testified at trial Lawrence,
Edwards, and Bryan called her a "stupid bitch" while passing her at shift change, told her that
their transfer to another shift (which occurred after she testified at trial) was not going to last,
and said that she was "going to get [her] ass whooped."
3

Gallego offered no details related to specific negative conduct by inmates directed at her.
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Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan were placed on administrative leave on February 16, 2016, after Timbers'
complaint Edwards resigned on February 26, 2016.
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Analysis
Sexual Harassment
Verbal - Gallego reports that Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan regularly made comments that
were vulgar, demeaning, and sexually-charged in the workplace. She relates that, initially, their
more vulgar comments were directed at COi Ana Barrios, but after she began to defend Barrios
and reported the conduct of Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan toward Barrios to Finley, (in or
around October 2015, see analysis below), they began to focus on her as well. As such, some
comments are described as both sexual harassment and retaliation by Gallego. She offers the
following examples.
About multiple women in the facility, frequently:
•

Bitch

•

Slut

•
•

Whore
Fucking crazy bitch

About Barrios specifically:

•

Nigger loving whore

•

She's up there sucking Finley's dick. She's up there on her knees sucking Finley's and
Brown's dicks. There she goes, that skanky bitch, going to suck dick (Several times per
week)

•

She needs to clean out the cum from her dirty cunt and get her ass back to work and
quit driving around town with her druggy nigger friends. (Lawrence)5

About Gallego:

5

•

Bitch

•

Fucking crazy bitch

•

Go on with the other fucking bitches here

•

So you are going to side with that nigger-loving bitch? You come down here from your
fucking Podunk town and thing you can come here and start shit? (Edwards}

•

Barrios' tits are fake, are yours? They are so big you probably can't even run or they'll be
bouncing in your face. (Edwards)

•

Bryan, you need to get laid. Gallego will fuck you, won't you Gallego? You'll fuck him,
right? I'd fuck her. I'd fuck Gallego. (Lawrence)

•

You would probably need a small guy, Gallego, or they would rip you in half. (Lawrence)

Witnesses who reports having heard the comment attribute it to Edwards, not Lawrence.
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You could suck my dick any time, I'd let you. (Lawrence)
Lawrence referred to her and two other officers as "Charlie's Angels" saying to COi Sarah
Miller, You're the whore, to Gallego: You're the slut, and to Barrios: You're the cunt.
The three male officers would also hump each other and say to her: This is how you like
it, don't you?

Witnesses generally support the allegation that Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan engaged in
vulgar, harsh, and sexual - and at times racially charged - communication in the workplace.
There is sufficient witness testimony to substantiate that their conduct - particularly that of
Lawrence and Edwards - violated Department policy. Witnesses have ranging accounts of the
frequency of the sexually-charged and/or sexually vulgar language, but all witnesses agree that
the three (Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan) were generally coarse, rude and difficult to work with.
Many witnesses describe attempts to avoid them in the workplace.6
Lawrence and Bryan flatly denied engaging in conduct of a sexual nature during a previous
investigation. Edwards refused to participate in an exit interview, as well as the Timbers
investigation and asked that he not be contacted.
Ingram and Miller7 attribute the extremely vulgar comment about Barrios (third bullet point,
above) to Edwards, not Lawrence. Ingram also attributes the "nigger loving whore" comment to
Edwards, and confirms that either Lawrence, Edwards, or both of them, made the "Podunck" and
"siding with that nigger loving bitch" comments more than once. Miller reported that she has
not heard them use the word "nigger" but she has heard all three say that Barrios likes "dark
meat," "burnt things," and "black cock."
Timbers reports that Lawrence called Barrios a "nigger lover" who only like "black cock" and says
that all three referred to her as "bitch," "cunt," "whore," "slut," "nigger lover," and a "kiss ass."
Witnesses report hearing Lawrence saying Barrios' "tits" were fake and talking to Gallegos about
her breasts and their size - along the lines of "you've got big tits" - as well as saying that Bryan
needed to "get laid." Witnesses did not report hearing Lawrence say that Gallego "would fuck
Bryan" but did hear him say "I would fuck Gallego." These comments were reportedly observed
five to ten times by witnesses.

6

Exhibit1 (Attached) shows representative posts on Charles Lawrence's Facebook account. He is
currently friends with current employees, including Clarissa Fischer and Theresa Kent. He may have been
friends with other coworkers in 2015. The final image on the page is from Kevin Bryan's account.
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As noted above, numerous attempts were made to communicate directly with Miller. Because these
efforts were unsuccessful, I have used her testimony in the Timbers investigation in this report
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Witnesses heard the term bitch used in reference to several women in the facility, including
Gallego. With Gallego it was along the lines of "stop being a bitch" or ushe's acting like a bitch."
Timber~ reported that, in addition to their comments about Barrios and Gallego, Lawrence,

Edward, and Bryan used derogatory language in reference to numerous staff members,
including referring to male coworkers and supervisors as "fag," "kiss ass," "fucker," "bitch,"
"douchebag," "asshole," and "loser," and referring to Sgt. Tiona Pas kins as "dyke," uwhore," "slut,"
"bitch," and "cunt." He reports that they referred to him (Timbers) as "fag," "fucker,"
"motherfucker," douchebag," "mama's boy," "bitch,'' and "ass hurt." Other witnesses report
hearing the three of them use the majority of these terms at various times in their employment.
Several witnesses confirm that they observed the three of them humping each other, poking
each other with the radio anten~a, and making moaning noises.

Physical conduct8 - Gallego reports that Lawrence's conduct became physical about a week
prior to Hesse's trial. She states that on or around January 6, 2016, she was in the work room
with Clausen when Lawrence and Edwards came in the room. She felt Lawrence come up next
to her and then give her a hug. She reports that he came up beside her and "forced her over
the table" and she could feel his hands against her breasts and his breath on the side of her face
as he said, "Gallego likes hugs, don't you Gallego? Gallego likes real deep, deep hugs."
Later that same day, while she was talking to Ingram outside, Gallego says Lawrence joined them
and began talking about strippers and pasties. He then made a circle with his thumb and first
finger and moved his hand toward Gallego's chest, coming within about an inch of her breast.
Clausen reports that he was walking by the work room and stopped in the doorway when he
saw Lawrence "reach over [Gallego] and give her a hug." He reports that they were standing
shoulder to shoulder and then Lawrence leaned over her and gave her a face to face hug. He
does not recall whether Lawrence said anything to Gallego. He estimates that it lasted several
seconds, and reports that Gallego seemed surprised and that she had a "what the hell is going
on" look on her face.
Clausen says that he and Gallego went outside to smoke immediately after that, and he
remembers her saying "What the hell was that?n as they were going outside. He does not
8

In addition to Gallego's report of physical conduct toward her, Timbers' complaint in February 2016
alleged that the three officers in question would touch the back of his head and brush against or flick his
nipples.
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remember if they discussed whether she was going to report the incident. Likewise, he does not
remember Gallego saying whether she had already ·reported Lawrence, Edwards, or Bryan to
anyone for any other reason.
Ingram was present in the recreation yard during the second event and confirms Gallego's
account of Lawrence's physically invasive, and sexually-charged, conduct. He does not believe
that Lawrence touched her breast, but recalls that Lawrence was talking about strippers and
pasties, made a circle with his finger and thumb, and moved his hand very close to her chest and
saying, "Yep, that'll fit." Ingram reports that Gallego appeared shocked and upset by the
incident. He also remembers Gallego telling him, shortly after that incident, that she had had an
uncomfortable encounter with Lawrence in a break room 9 earlier that day. She told him that
Lawrence said something like "Are you in a bad mood? Do you need a tight hug?" He does not
recall if Gallego told him that Lawrence actually touched or hugged her, but he confirms that the
incident ureally freaked her out."
Ingram believes that Gallego told him she was going to report Lawrence's conduct to a
supervisor. I asked Ingram if he thought Gallego was afraid of Lawrence. He said he did not
think she was, adding that their interaction prior to that day would not have indicated to him
that she was afraid of, or that she tried to avoid, Lawrence or the other two officers (Edwards
and Bryan). Ingram stated "they were friendly and nice to her. It seemed like this was a new
thing. She said she couldn't believe he did that."
Several other witnesses report that Gallego appeared to be on friendly terms with Lawrence,
Edwards, and Bryan. Witnesses have testified that Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan told coworkers
that Gallego told them about a time when she was socializing with coworkers outside of the
workplace, was intoxicated, and lifted her shirt to "flash" her coworkers. Paskins stated that she
walked up to an on-going conversation at the gazebo at sign-in and heard Gallego telling
Lawrence, Edwards and Bryan the same story.
No one thought that Gallego socialized with Lawrence, Edwards, or Bryan o~tside of the

workplace, but Paskins believed that Hesse did, and noted that Edwards gave her rides to work
on a regular basis. Paskins also reported that Edwards told her that he had been in touch with
Hesse after her trial and she was happy about the result - she remembered thinking at the time
that he must not realize that Hesse "threw him under the bus" and used him to her benefit.
Barrios reports that beyond the racial comments attributed to Lawrence, Edwards, and/or Bryan,

terms "break room and "work room" were used interchangeably by witnesses about space at issue in
this incident.

9 The
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Hesse told her that since she dated black men, "no white guy was going to want to be with
[Barrios], that [she] was 'ruined'."

Report by Gallego of Conduct of Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan

Gallego states that she reported the conduct of Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan toward Barrios to
Finley in or around October 2015. Her report was triggered when their conduct made Barrios
cry on shift after they became confrontational with an inmate who she had allowed to mail a
letter. They had previously referred to Barrios using the sexually demeaning language outlined
above. Gallego states that she prepared an IOC and gave it to Finley in person.
Gallego reports that that she submitted "three to four more IOCs" - one to Paskins and the rest
to Finley- and that in a conversation with Paskins about two months into the job at KCRC, she
told Paskins that Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan were getting worse, but Paskins told her that
was just the way it was there. Ingram recalls Gallego telling him that she submitted several IOCs
to Finley, but she did not specify what information she provided in the IOCs or say that they
were complaints about Lawrence, Edwards, or Bryan. I requested IOCs written by Gallego at the
Kansas City facility related to inappropriate conduct by Lawrence, Edwards, or Bryan, but none
were produced.
Finley denies that Gallego complained or submitted an IOC to him about Lawrence, Edwards, or
Bryan's conduct toward her or Barrios (until the situation involving Barrios' purse in late
December 2015, see below, which is the subject of a separate disciplinary inquiry). He reports
that she did tell him "they can be pretty rude," but when he asked for specifics she did not
provide any. He explained that he could not tell from her comment if they were burping in front
of her or if it was something more. He notes that they have burped and farted in front of him in
the gazebo at the beginning of a shift, 10 and that he has heard them say Hstupid thingsn - such
as expressing the notion that inmates should be locked up indefinitely- but that they generally
watched what they said around him. Finley added that they talked about tattoos, and recalled
that someone showed him a photo that was allegedly one of Lawrence's tattoos - one depicting
a dragon with a human penis.

10

When I asked Gallego to provide examples of their offensive conduct, she mentioned that they would
fart loudly at the beginning of shift.

8

Finley stated that if Gallego would have reported inappropriate conduct to him, he would have
11
addressed it. He points out that at the end of December 2015, when Gallego told him that
Lawrence, Edwards, and/or Bryan had gone through Barrios' purse, he promptly looked into the
matter and initiated an investigation.12 He also pointed out that Gallego did not report any
concerns she herself had with Lawrence, Edwards, or Bryan at that point.
Paskins denies any knowledge of IOCs or any other paperwork from Gallego about Lawrence,
Edwards, or Bryan. She offered that she believes Finley is smart and professional, and stated
that he would not have ignored an IOC, especially related to uany of those three dummies"
because he was "not fond of them either." She noted that Finley had informed her about
Barrios' complaints about them 13
Paskins reports that while she observed Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan to have poor attitudes at
work, there was nothing that led her to believe that Gallego was having problems with them, in
fact Paskins described that Gallego appeared to be "buddy buddy" with all three. She agreed
that Gallego did speak to her once about the way they acted toward Barrios. She believes the
conversation was in passing in the hallway, early in Gallego's employment.
Paskins reports that it was common to see Gallego around Lawrence, Edwards, and or Bryan at
work. It appeared to her that they got along well. She stated, "I would have never in a million
years thought this woman was uncomfortable with any one of them." She recalls going out to
the gazebo with the clipboard at the start of a shift one afternoon and hearing Gallego tell them
about being out with coworkers from another facility, getting drunk, dancing on a table, and
lifting her shirt. She added that, in retrospect, she probably should have addressed the
comment, but her assessment was that Gallego brought the topic up and it was evident that she
was comfortable engaging in the conversation.

11

In contrast. Clausen reports that he "slid an IOC under Finley's door'' but Finley told him he never
received it. The IOC, however, was unrelated to workplace harassment but rather requested a meeting
about Finley writing Clausen up for a policy violation.
12

Finley notes that he submitted a disciplinary packet on this issue and requested that Lawrence, Edwards,
and Bryan be moved off the shift at that time, since it was not the first instance involving their conduct
toward Barrios.
13

Paskins described three complaints by Barrios: comments by Lawrence at a group picnic about a burned
hot dog, retaliation by Lawrence and Edwards after that complaint, and one or more of them going
through her purse at work and telling coworkers about her medication.
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Paskins added that Gallego seemed upset when she was subpoenaed at work to testify in
Hesse's case, saying something like, "I can't believe this bitch is having me subpoenaed, I don't
even fucking know her," but that Gallego and Hesse began whispering to each other at work
and appeared to become friends very quickly after that. It appeared to Paskins that Gallego and
Hesse were both on friendly terms with Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan. She noted that Hesse
used to get rides to work from Edwards on a regular basis.
Paskins offered that Lawrence did not like her (Paskins) and avoided her as much as possible at
work. She noted that other staff told her that Lawrence referred to her as a "dyke bitch," but
says he never used that, or similar language, in her presence. Witnesses who worked third shift
note that Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan had a strong demeanor but generally did not engage in
behavior of a sexual nature around their Sergeants.

Other Avenues for Reporting Concerns
Gallego reported that COis could not go up to the second floor (Administrative offices) without
a Sergeant or Lieutenant accompanying them. Warden Angelo agrees that after the transition
from a Community Release Center to 24/7 lock-up facility only certain employees had keys to
access the second floor by elevator. She states that she changed that in the fall of 2015 and
informed all officers of this change, and their ability to access the second floor, during a staff
meeting.14
I was unable to determine whether postings such as that attached as Exhibit 3, which I
photographed on a bulletin board on the second floor near the Warden's office in June 2016,
was posted in the employee break room on the first floor during the relevant timeframe.
Witnesses, however, generally report that policies, HRO contact information, and reporting
procedures are available on line, and that computers are accessible to all employees throughout
their shift. Witnesses also note that anti-harassment training is conducted once a year and
reporting procedures are covered in this training.
Most notably, in terms of alternative avenues for reporting concerns, several witnesses including Michael Hutton himself - report that Gallego knew Hutton on a personal level.15 She
had worked with him at WMCC and Hutton noted that they were on very friendly terms Gallego bought him gas one day when his motorcycle ran out and she offered him a room in
the house she was renting in Cameron when they both worked there. Hutton noted that
14

She did not respond to my request to provide approximate dates that the elevator was accessible only
by keyholders.
15

At the time of this report, Gallego is Facebook friends with Hutton.
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Gallego had his cellphone number and he and other witnesses offered that Gallego likely would
have been comfortable reporting concerns of inappropriate conduct to him.
In fact, Gallego emailed Hutton on December 19, 2015, about a change in her regular days off,
noting, "I received my new temporary orders today as I came in to work. I am very concerned
and upset about this situation." (Exhibit 3) Hutton met with Gallego shortly after she sent him
the email, and he stated that at no point in their conversation did she mention concerns about
Lawrence, Edwards, or Bryan - rather, her concern was the shift assignment and how the change
in her regular days off would impact several court dates related to custody of her grandchild.
Hutton stated that Gallego never reported to him that she was working in a hostile or offensive
work environment, and that if she had he would have addressed it immediately. He noted that
the first he learned of Gallego's concerns about objectionable behavior on the part of Lawrence,
Edwards, or Bryan was after Gallego testified at trial.
DOC's Response to Learning, During Hesse's Trial, about Gallego's Allegations:
Chronology of Events: 16

1/13/16- COii Paskins receives a call at home from Deputy Warden Holmes, who told her
Gallego had testified that she had been sexually assaulted by Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan.
Holmes asks Paskins if Gallego ever reported this to her. Paskins tells Holmes that Gallego told
her "a few months ago" that those officers have bullied Barrios - which Paskins notes was
reported and addressed by Barrios' supervisors - but had not reported any behavior directed at
her. Paskins also tells Holmes that she has observed Gallego laughing, joking, and smoking with
the three officers named. This information is memorialized in a memo from Paskins to Holmes.
Finley also prepares a memo for Holmes.
Holmes submits a memo to Warden Angelo. Holmes reports his communications with Finley
and Paskins, including the following:
• Both stated that no assault had been reported. No report of comments that women
should not work in corrections [presumably part of Gallego's testimony].
• Finley reported that Gallego mentioned once that Edwards was rude, but declined to
provide additional information when asked for more detail; Gallego also told him that
Lawrence was rude sometimes, but did not comment further. She made no comment or
report about Bryan. Finley reported that they all worked together, talked, and helped
each other.

16

Gleaned from testimony and Department documents.
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•

Paskins reported that Gallego "did make some rude comments about Edwards related to
the Barrios incident" [sic]. Paskins reported that based on their daily interaction the four
of them seemed to be friends.

On or around 1/13/16 - Gallego reported during her interview that when she returned to work
after testifying in Hesse's trail, Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan had been moved to 1st shift. She
stated that Edwards said in passing at shift change, "This isn't going to last" [about their move to
another shift] and Lawrence added, "Yeah, cuz you're going to get your ass whooped."17

1/17/1618 - Finley prepares a memo to Captain Hutton noting that he had a conversation with
Gallego, with Shift Commander Casidy present, in the Shift Commander's office at 4:00 pm over
an incident he witnessed at approximately 3:30 pm in the day. Finley described the incident as
follows: when Gallego was signing on shift clipboard, Avery walked by and used his finger to
bump her in the elbow. Finley reports that he spoke to Avery about it. He reports that Gallego
told both Casidy and him she found Avery's behavior "rude." Finley notes that he completed and
would be presenting a log note to Avery for unprofessional conduct toward another officer.
Finley also notes in this memo that he asked her how her grandson was doing and she informed
him that he had passed away the previous Thursday (January 14). She noted that Sergeant
Sanders had spoken with her about taking bereavement leave.

1/20/16 - Gallego meets with Thomas Gratto.19
The jury in Hesse's case returns a verdict in her favor. An offender tells Gallego to watch her

back b·ecause Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan are angry with her because she is a "snitch."20
Lt. Grey calls Gallego in and offers her EAP, stating "I know you are going through a hard time."
Gallego does not report to work after January 20.

1/21 and 1/22 - Gallego's regular days off work.

17

This is not included in Lunceford's email, or Gallego's Charge of Discrimination.

18

Gallego reported in her interview with me that the incident with Avery happened on January 18. It
would appear from contemporaneous documents that it occurred on the 17th.
19

Gallego reports that this meeting took place on January 17.

20

A follow up email from Gene Graham, attorney for Hesse, notes that "the inmate pleaded with Gallego
not to reveal his name." Similarly, Gallego did not reveal his identity during my meeting with her.
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1/23/16 - Email from Attorney David Lunceford, alerting the Department to concerns of
retaliation. Gallego calls off shift on January 23, 24, and 25 and is placed on Administrative
Leave.

1/24/16 - Avery's written response to 1/17 incident involving Gallego.
2/2/16- Richard Dixson conversation with HRO II Mitchell Davis (meeting in reference to his
own complaint, see 2/8/16 and 2/9/16)

2/8/16 - Email entitled "Phone call on 02/02/16" from Richard Dixson to Cyndi Prudden (Deputy
Division Director) in which Dixson notes that "some female COi's" have told him that they have
been "verbally sexually assaulted by male COi's" and that "inmates here at KCRC are talking
about the hefty verdict that the Jury gave COi Hesse and the female COi's being in danger over
the Hesse trial verdict. This I believe might affect the personal safety of all of the witnesses who
testified in the Hesse case." Prudden replies, instructing him to speak with Warden Angelo as
soon as possible.21

2/9/16- Dixson emails Warden Angelo, stating that Hesse and Gallego have told him "in
passing" about 3rd shift male staff "verbally sexually assaulting them." Dix.son reports that he
told them to put their concerns in writing. Dixson also reports in this email that has overheard
offenders talk about the Hesse verdict, and that three male COis were going to get revenge on
those who testified in the trial. He notes that he reported these issues to HRO II Mitchell Davis
on February 2.
Warde.n .Ang~l9. submits . Requ~st for 1rivestiga~ipri :9f·Dixson'.~ : r:~PP.~ about. Hes~~ and G~l~~go

2/13/16- COii Paskins learns of the concerns COi Timbers (male Officer) has about the conduct
of Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan.

21

In contrast to this statement, when I interviewed Dixson, he told me that Gallego had not told him
anything about Lawrence, Edwards, or Bryan, but that Hesse had. When I asked him what Hesse told him,
he replied, "burnt dogs and wieners." I asked him what he meant by "verbally sexually assaulted" and he
replied: "If you are a COi, and a male COi talking to buddies about liking burnt wienies, you know what
they are talking about If they are all white - they mean that she likes black men." In response to my
question about inmates communicating about the Hesse verdict, he stated that both staff and inmates
were talking about the trial and that those who participated in the trial were afraid of retaliation.
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2/16/16- Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan are placed on Administrative leave and Deputy
Warden Holmes requests a Human Resources investigation of Timbers' concerns. An
investigation report is submitted on May 12.

Analysis of Allegations of Post-Trial Retaliation
Bump at Sign-in by Avery (1/17/16):
The email complaint submitted by Hesse's attorney on January 23 described that Gallego was

"physically bumped/shoulder butted by a male officer as she was signing in." Gallego does not
describe being should-butted. She stated during her interview that Avery approached her at
sign in, walked up and bumped her elbow with his hand, and the result was that "my pen goes
flying." She says she commented to Finley, "I guess that's how my initials are going to be
today."
Gallego's Charge of Discrimination alleges that Finley took no action in response to the
situation. As noted above, Finley's memo to Captain Hutton reflects his conversation with
Gallego and Shift Commander Casidy, 4:00 pm - approximately a half hour after the incident
took place. Finley described the incident as follows: when Gallego was signing in on the
clipboard, Avery walked by and used his finger to bump her in the elbow. Finley reports that he
spoke to Avery about it and that during the meeting, Gallego told both Casidy and him she
found Avery's behavior "rude." Finley notes that he completed and would be presenting a log
note to Avery for unprofessional conduct toward another officer. Gallego noted in her interview
that Casidy was the first person she felt was sympathetic to her concerns.
Casidy recalls that, upon speaking with Gallego, he did not think that Avery was retaliating
against Gallego for any reason, but since Finley had brought the matter to his attention, he
agreed that a log note should be issued to Avery to let him know that even if he was kidding or
just trying to get Gallego's attention he should not bump her arm. Both Casidy and Finley
expressed in their interviews a level of understanding that this incident very well may have had a
stronger impact on Gallego under the circumstances of just having returned to work after
testifying in at trial.
Avery prepared a written response about the incident on January 24, in which he stated that at
the conclusion of a 16-hour shift, he "lightly tapped COi Gallego on the arm of her coat to get
her attention so that she looked up from studying the sign in roster and I was able to nod at her
in greeting as I passed." Avery told me in his interview that he felt he and Gallego had a friendly
work relationship and he was unaware of any additional layer of tension. He reported feeling
completely surprised, and even upset, about being written up for "improper touching". He
reports that Finley explained to him that everyone had to be very aware of their interaction and
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that no one should touch another staff member for any reason. He told Avery that he was
putting it on paper so that he would know, and so that he would not do anything of that nature
in the future. Avery says that he still did not agree with the log note, but noted that he had
always liked and respected Finley and told him he would interpret it as Finley trying to help him.

I detected no affiliation between Avery and Lawrence, Edwards or Bryan. In fact, Avery reports
that he found them rough and crude, and did not like to be around them. He commented
favorably on Gallego as an employee.

Grotto Investigation:
Gallego reports that she was told to meet with investigator Gratto and then when she did, he
asked her why she had not reported the January incident with Lawrence, but testified about it in
court. She states that Gratto told her, "It's going to get a whole hell of a lot worse before it gets
better."
Thomas Gratto is an Investigator II with the office of the Inspector General of the Department of
Corrections, which is charged with some administrative and all criminal investigations within the
institutions. He reports that after Gallego testified in Hesse's trial that she had be subjected to
sexual conduct of a physical nature, he was instructed to meet with her to determine whether
the matter fell within the jurisdiction of the IG's office. The first date that coincided with their
schedules was January 20. He agrees that he told her the meeting was informal. He offered
that, despite that fact, the meeting was lengthy.
Gallego told him that Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan had bullied Barrios and that she (Gallego)
had informed her supervisors. She did not believe their response was adequate, because the
conduct appeared to continue. She also told him about the physical incident with Lawrence in
January 2016.
Gratto confirmed that he asked her why she had not reported the incident. She told him she did
not feel comfortable reporting it to her immediate supervisors because of Barrios' experience.
He asked her why she had not informed someone higher up, such as Hutton, with whom he had
heard she had a familiar and positive working relationship. She agreed that she did feel
comfortable with Hutton, but did not report it to him. Gratto notes that she had many
questions about what would happen next, and mentioned the incident with Avery. She told
Gratto she had a general concern about retaliation and he assured her that she could report
anything of concern directly to him, and gave her his card. He says that she thanked him for
taking the time to listen to her.
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Gratto noted that Gallego also talked to him in detail about the death of her grandchild, and he
reports that she became anxious, cried, and became short of breath at that point. He does not
remember telling her that things would get worse before they got better, adding that it is not in
his character to comment about how an individual situation will go. He offered that anything he
said at that point would have been in an effort to comfort her, particularly since she was so
upset.22
Gratto reports that Gallego was visibly shaken at the end of their meeting. He was concerned
about her fitness for duty, because she was crying and shaking. After speaking with his
supervisor, he informed Warden Angelo of her condition and suggested that the Warden speak
with her.
Conduct of Lawrence, Edwards, Bryan (comments to Gallego, what inmate told Gallego)

Gallego reported in her interview that when she returned to work after testifying in Hesse's trail,
Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan were moved to 1st shift. She reports that Edwards said in passing
at shift change, "This isn't going to last" [about their move to another shift] and Lawrence
added, "Yeah, cuz you're going to get your ass whooped." As noted above, this is not noted in
the Lunceford's email on January 23. No witness was aware of any direct communication
between Gallego and Lawrence, Edwards, or Bryan.
Ingram thought that Lawrence, Edwards, or Bryan likely did not know the reason that they were
moved to another shift, and suggested that they believed it had to do with Barrios.
Avery reports that Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan were moved to his shift and they were "very
disgruntled" about it. He also reports that he heard them saying, 'Well, you better not touch
anybody or you will end up in court." This indicated to Avery that their attitudes were poor and
they "were not getting the point." It also would indicate that they had some idea that
Lawrence's conduct toward Gallego in January had factored into the move.
Regardless of the conduct or communication that did or did not take place between Gallego
and Lawrence, Edwards, and/or Bryan upon her return to work after testifying in Hesse's trial, it
is understandable that Gallego would be deeply concerned about her on-going working
relationship with them. Although I did not specifically investigate Barrios' complaint of

22

Compounding the matter and adding to Gallego's concerns was her knowledge that Hesse
had reported that her car window had been shot out as she left work one evening. Although
the source of the harm to Hesse's car was never discovered and could well have been the result
of a random act, Gallego stated in her interview that situation added to her level of concern.
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retaliation, several witnesses offered that Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan's conduct toward
Barrios either worsened or, at a minimum, continued after her complaint in 2015. Gallego had
first-hand information about their conduct and it is quite nature that she would have had
serious concerns about how they would treat her going forward, particularly after the instances
of physical and near-physical contact by Lawrence in January 2016. The nature of the work in
the facility and the need for officers to be able to trust and rely upon one another only increased
the intensity and potential consequences of any retaliatory behavior.
It is significant that Timbers stated in his complaint, as noted in the February 17 Request for
Human Relations Investigation, that he was afraid to report the issues noted in his IOC (dated
February 14) for fear of retaliation from the three officers. He noted in his interview that all
three have said that if anyone wrote them up, they would turn on that person and "make that
officer's life hell." He felt that after Barrios quit (in February) the three were going to start
targeting another coworker. Because he was concerned that it would be him, he reported his
concerns after Paskins spoke with him.
I also believe it is significant that Ingram witnessed the encounter outside between Lawrence
and Gallego in January, thought it was inappropriate, but did not say anything to Lawrence. This
indicates that he was reluctant to say anything to Lawrence in the moment. He also reported
that if anyone would disagree with any of the three, "they got pissy" and that the atmosphere on
third shift was uncomfortable, "kind of like the playground bully." He noted that he "did his best
to avoid" them. 23
Miller also reported in the Timbers investigation that she witnessed Lawrence, Edwards, and
Bryan retaliate against Barrios (for her complaint) and Gallego (for standing up for Barrios) by
denying their calls for assistance, giving them the "cold shoulder," and ignoring them. She also
noted that Timbers was fearful of retaliation from them if he did not go along with their
unprofessional behavior. Significantly, she acknowledged that she did not report their behavior
out of fear for how they would treat her if she did.
Clausen denies that he felt intimidated by the three, but he is aware that others do. He added
that he has heard Edwards say he was going to "punch Finley in the face" when he (Edwards)
quit, and that he would punch him (Clausen) and Timbers in the face if they were promoted to
Sergeant.

23 All

witnesses, as well as Gallego, note that Bryan's behavior was less problematic than that of Lawrence
or Edwards, but he was a follower and mimicked their behavior and demeanor.
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Gallego reported in her interview that when the inmate told her she was in danger, he said "the
•
white shirts are after you" - meaning supervisory level officers. The complaint submitted by
David Lunceford, attorney, on January 23, states that, "Officers Lawrence/Bryan/Edwards are
telling inmates and coworkers that they are angry with Gallego and Hesse and that they testified
in court against them," and that "an inmate confided in Gallego that Edwards, Lawrence, and
Bryan are criticizing her to both employees and inmates alike." The email complaint makes no
reference to "white shirts," Sergeants, or any employee other than Edwards, Lawrence, and
Bryan. Likewise, Gallego's Charge of Discrimination only references the conduct of the Gallego's
coworkers, stating that an inmate told her that ''Lawrence, Bryan, and Edwards are pissed and
are talking some real shit on you Ms. G .... watch your back."
Clausen reported that he heard "white shirts" talking about the fact that Gallego had been called
to testify at Hesse's trial, adding that everyone knew there was a trial going on, but no witness
offered any testimony to suggest that anyone in a positon of authority had made reference to
being concerned or upset about Gallego's testimony.

Conclusion
Officers Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan clearly behaved in a manner that was highly offensive
and crude. Their conduct many times was sexual in nature and violated policy. Gallego reports
that she complained to her Sergeants about their conduct in 2015. These Sergeants agree that
Gallego made reference to Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan's conduct and demeanor with Barrios,
and generically referenced their conduct as "rude" and/or "getting worse," but no evidence that
emerged in the investigation - written or testimonial - confirming that Gallego filed IOCs or
made specific verbal complaints of sexually charged conduct. Significantly, Gallego had a
trusted resource in higher administration - Michael Hutton. She complained to Hutton via email
and later in a discussion about other matters, but not about Lawrence, Edwards, or Bryan.
It is worth noting that Gallego appeared to her coworkers and Sergeants to be on friendly terms
with Lawrence, Edwards, and Bryan - at least until late December or early January 2016 - and
appears to have at one point participated in a conversation of a sexual nature. Perhaps this was
a result of attempting to fit in or remain on favorable terms with them.
It is significant is that once Administration in the facility became aware of the matters Gallego
testified about at trial and her concerns of retaliation, they took steps to address these issues.
The three officers were moved to another shift immediately and an inquiry was initiated by
Deputy Warden Holmes. Gratto's interaction with Gallego was an effort to determine whether
his office had jurisdiction in the physical conduct she reported on the witness stand in Hesse's
trial in January. The matter involving Avery was addressed by Gallego's Sergeant and Shift
r
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Commander within an hour of the event, and Avery was reprimanded. It does not appear that
Avery actions were in retaliation for Gallego's testimony at trial. At the same time, it is
understandable that Gallego had a heightened level of concern about how her coworkers and
supervisors would respond to her participation in Hesse's trial.
As far as concerns about future conduct, the three officers whose behavior violated policy and
who would be the most likely perpetrators of retaliation were moved off Gallego's shift after she
testified and have been out of the facility since February. One has resigned and the other two
are facing disciplinary assessment. The two "white shirts" whose conduct and/or responsiveness
was questioned by Gallego in her trial testimony no longer work in the facility. It is worth noting
that the current Shift Commander on Gallego's shift is someone she described as sympathetic
and responsive to her concerns.
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